NOTE:
1. SPANS GREATER THAN 150'-0" SHALL INCORPORATE AN "L3" MIDSPAN SEGMENT AND SHALL HAVE TWO "L3" INTERMEDIATE SPAN SEGMENTS AND TWO BOLT SPLICE #3.

** HANDPROBE IS ONLY REQUIRED IF NIPPLE LOCATION IS GREATER THAN 1'-6" FROM ANOTHER HANDPROBE LOCATION.

ELEVTION
SIGN BRIDGE NO. - STA. _______
THE MAXIMUM SIGN AREA ON THIS STRUCTURE SHALL BE ___ SQ. FT.

** CONSTRUCT TO VERIFY NIPPLE LOCATION TO MATCH VMS SIGN OR LIGHT FIXTURE CONDUIT LOCATIONS. PRIOR TO SIGN STRUCTURE FABRICATION, NO FIELD WELDING OR DRILLING SHALL BE PERMITTED.
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SPANS GREATER THAN 150'-0" SHALL INCORPORATE AN "L4" MIDSPAN SEGMENT AND SHALL HAVE TWO "L3" INTERMEDIATE SPAN SEGMENTS AND TWO BOLT SPLICE #3.

NOTE:
1. SPANS GREATER THAN 150'-0" SHALL INCORPORATE AN "L4" MIDSPAN SEGMENT AND SHALL HAVE TWO "L3" INTERMEDIATE SPAN SEGMENTS AND TWO BOLT SPLICE #3.

** HANDPROBE IS ONLY REQUIRED IF NIPPLE LOCATION IS GREATER THAN 1'-6" FROM ANOTHER HANDPROBE LOCATION.

ELEVTION
SIGN BRIDGE NO. - STA. _______
THE MAXIMUM SIGN AREA ON THIS STRUCTURE SHALL BE ___ SQ. FT.

** CONSTRUCT TO VERIFY NIPPLE LOCATION TO MATCH VMS SIGN OR LIGHT FIXTURE CONDUIT LOCATIONS. PRIOR TO SIGN STRUCTURE FABRICATION, NO FIELD WELDING OR DRILLING SHALL BE PERMITTED.
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SPANS GREATER THAN 150'-0" SHALL INCORPORATE AN "L4" MIDSPAN SEGMENT AND SHALL HAVE TWO "L3" INTERMEDIATE SPAN SEGMENTS AND TWO BOLT SPLICE #3.